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The artist has a new year’s resolution
That I think is a great life solution,
She sees 2021 shining bright,
Led by her resolution “Be Light”.

But what did this lady of art mean?
Was she thinking of being a sunbeam
That brings the light to show our way?
That she should chase the dark away?

Or did she mean to be soft and gentle,
Lifting the darkness that can be monumental,
Light with the touch, light about life,
Bringing the chalice - not the knife.

Or did she mean to dance with delight
Each morning with the sun’s first light?
Bringing good karma to all nearby,
Sprouting some wings, learning to fly.

Perhaps this resolution should extend to Biden
Whose philosophy’s about to come out of hiding,
We’ve been living heavy for over a year,
We’ve had enough of threats and fear.

We need a leader to lift weight up from us,
To raise the darkness as the nation adjusts,
To give us a smile and a glimpse of competence,
To remove fear and anger from politics.
Now the artist’s message is speaking to me,
Telling me to go hug a tree,
I’ve been a bit heavy these last few months,
I need to reach out and love some trunks.

Earth Church has provided the light for me,
It’s been my friend – it’s good company,
So as you lighten your load today,
Look to the Earth to lighten your way.

So welcome to Earth church,
Pull yourself up a pew,
Here we’ll bring some light,
And reveal truth to you.